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HAWK WATCH
Eastern Massachusetts

Fall 2020 Newsletter

Adapting to the pandemic, the board voted unanimously to hold our annual meeting, 
scheduled for Friday, September 11th online via Zoom from 7-8 p.m. We will send 

an email to all EMHW members asking you to preregister for the Zoom meeting for 
security’s sake. Two days before the meeting Vice President Shawn Carey will send the 
Zoom link to everyone registered. You need to register in advance. 

We encourage everyone to participate online. We’ll have a brief business meeting, where 
we’ll receive the Membership and Treasurer’s reports, and up-to-date information on the 
fall watches, including what sites are accessible to the public, what site protocols will be in 
place, etc. We’ll also have a special presentation by Tom Sayers who will share with us an 
exciting update on and photography of his unique American Kestrel Breeding Program. 
His short presentation will be followed by a brief question and answer period. 

We can’t have our popular raffle this year, but we will be having an online auction. Kathy 
Olson has generously donated a pristine Swarovski spotting scope that belonged to her 
late husband Steve Olson. (See special article on Steve Olson’s passing on page 4 in this 
issue. Everyone who visited the Wachusett watch for over a decade will join us in missing 
Steve on the summit.) The final bids on the scope will be received via Zoom during the 
meeting and the winning bidder will be announced at the end. A significant portion 
of the proceeds received from the auction will be donated to the Broadwing Hawk 
Radiotagging Program (see article on page 6). We hope to literally see you at the meeting!

Many members conveniently renew their membership in person at the meeting and vote 
for three directors for two-year terms on the board. We can’t do that this year, so please 
renew and vote by mail NOW, before you forget. Remember that individual membership 
dues are increasing to $15 this year to cover basic annual per-member costs. 

This spring, many national wildlife refuges were closed because of the pandemic. At 
Plum Island, the refuge’s closure to all auto traffic and of all restroom facilities made it 
difficult to conduct the watch, and we were limited to three observers on the platform. 
Site coordinator Bob Secatore salvaged the count mostly on his own. Fortunately, 
Mark Schoene, an Island resident, was able to lend some critical help. Others assisted 
intermittently when they could get access to the site. At Joppa Flats we had to cancel the 
annual raptor workshop normally done by Brian Rusnica and Eric Smith. 

Because of the virus, we are uncertain what access site leaders or the general public 
will have to watch sites and counts this fall. At this point, Mt. Watatic looks likely to be 
available for Brian Rusnica and volunteers. Everyone at a site should socially distance 
whenever possible and wear a mask when you can’t. We will keep you posted by email 
on sites’ availability to the public. We continue to seek volunteers to cover Wachusett 
Mountain from mid-August to mid-November, assuming we will have access to the 
summit tower (see article on page 5). 

Our Cape Cod spring site leader Don Manchester moved coverage from Pilgrim 
Heights to Head of the Meadow this year because of deteriorating conditions at Pilgrim 
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Details on page 2.

▶▶▶ Virtual Meeting! ◀◀◀
Join us online via Zoom from 

 the comfort of your home

continued on page 3 →
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Date & Time: Friday, September 11, 2020 
 7:00-8:00 pm

RSVP:  Shawn Carey at scarey@avfx.com

Guest Speaker: Tom Sayers 
 Founder, Northeast Connecticut Kestrel Project

Annual Meeting 
Online Conference Call via Zoom

Due to ongoing concerns with COVID-19, the Board of Directors 
has scheduled a Zoom meeting to be held on Friday September 

11, 2020 from 7:00–8:00PM in lieu of our annual in-person meeting.  
To attend you must RSVP in advance to EMHW Vice President Shawn 
Carey at scarey@avfx.com to receive a special link to the Zoom meeting.  

Our guest speaker will be Tom Sayers who will update the club on his 
Northeast Connecticut Kestrel Project. EMHW has been supporting 
Tom’s kestrel box program for the past eight years. His kestrel work fits 
perfectly with the mission of Eastern Mass Hawk Watch to promote 
conservation and preservation of hawks locally and on a continental 
scale; to share data for research and conservation purposes; and to 
promote awareness of and education about hawks.

We encourage members to renew their membership and vote for three 
EMHW directors in advance by mail, as you will not be able to renew 
or vote in the Zoom meeting. (You can renew by mail at any time, but 
voting will close Friday, September 18th.) 

We’ll also update everyone on the status of hawk watching at Wachusett 
Mountain, Mt. Watatic, and Pinnacle Rock, including public access to 
the sites and count protocols (if  counts can be conducted).  

We will not have our annual raffle this year. With the mailing of this 
newsletter, we begin the bidding on auctioning Steve Olson’s Swarovski 
Spotting Scope to raise money. (Please see auction details on next page.) 
We’ll be receiving bids by email until the annual meeting goes online, 
when you will be able to bid via the comments box on the bottom of your 
Zoom screen.

This year’s Zoom meeting will be free and open to the public, so please 
feel free to share this information with friends and family. However  
please note you must RSVP in advance. Those that RSVP will be sent 
the official Zoom invitation link on September 9th or 10th. The schedule 
for our Zoom meeting will be as follows.

• Waiting Room opens: 6:30PM

• Business meeting: 7:00PM – 7:20PM

• Guest Speaker Tom Sayers: 7:20PM – 7:45PM

• Q&A: 7:45PM – 8:00PM

• Raffle of spotting scope to close out meeting

We hope you will join us and continue to support EMHW by renewing 
your membership. 

Sincerely,

EMHW Board of Directors

Tom Sayers was born and raised in South 
Windsor, Connecticut and from the age 
of 8 has spent every bit of his spare time 
wandering the fields and woods exploring 
whatever nature has to offer. After high 
school, he attended the University 
of Connecticut to pursue a degree in 
Wildlife Management. In his junior year, 
he was dissuaded (by his advisor no less) 
from continuing his studies in that area 
because there were simply very few job 
opportunities in the field at that time. 
Tom went on to receive his masters degree 
in Educational Psychology and spent 35 
years in the Tolland Public School system 
as a special education teacher. He retired 
in 2010.
Throughout his teaching career, he never 
lost his love for the outdoors. He always 
had a special interest in birds and began 
seriously birding in 2007. This interest 
gradually morphed into a strong desire 
to learn more about certain species that 
were experiencing steep declines. In 
2009, he began exploring ways to help the 
struggling American Kestrel, which had 
been experiencing a dramatic decrease 
in numbers in the eastern U.S. over the 
past 30 years. His research led him to 
articles describing success with man-
made American Kestrel nestboxes. What 
began as a curiosity has blossomed into an 
extensive project comprised of around 80 
nestboxes in central Connecticut.
Over time, Tom has become fascinated 
with the science behind the population 
dynamics of this species. To gather 
as much information as possible, he 
has moved beyond simply putting up 
nestboxes and has embarked on multi-
year studies utilizing federal banding, 
color banding, radio telemetry, and most 
recently, geolocators. These efforts have 
added greatly to our understanding of the 
American Kestrel in this study area.
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Total number of occupied boxes was 39, 3 of which eventually 
failed. The total number of adults banded to date in the project 
is 276. The total number of young banded to date is 1,241 which 
means the grand total of all kestrels banded to date has exceeded 
1,500 birds. 

I continue to be very, very thankful for the support that all of 
you at EMHW have given me over the years. Knowing that such 
a highly respected organization as yours always appreciate my 
efforts make the nearly five months of 60-hour weeks a lot more 
tolerable. Thank you all! 

The 2020 season is turning out to be quite successful for my 
project. For the first time in ten years I banded 3 different 

broods in May. That is very early. I will be looking at degree 
day information at the end of the season to see if there is any 
correlation between the two. To date I have banded 132 nestlings. 
I can be very confident now that the total number of banded 
nestlings will be very close to, or slightly more than 160. The 
number of adults banded for the first time is 37. The number of 
recaptured adults is 23. There is some fascinating data that the 
recaps have revealed this year. 

Northeast Connecticut Kestrel Project Update
by Tom Sayers, Founder of NCKP

Message from the President (continued from  page 1)

Heights. The new site is less than a mile away and located in 
the lower parking lot of the beach. Member Maryellen Stone has 
volunteered to enter all the Head of the Meadow count data into 
HawkCount.

The club keeps rolling along despite environmental setbacks. In 
his Wachusett report (page 12), Rod Chase shares his views on 
the future of raptor migration and how it will be affected by the 
environment. I have learned a lot from his explanations of how 
the climate itself is affecting the migratory patterns.

EMHW is offering a like-new Swarovski ATS 80 mm spotting scope for auction this fall. This scope with a 20 – 60X 
zoom eyepiece, and a Sunpak Pro 7500 Tripod formerly belonged to well-known Wachusett site leader Steve Olson. Steve 
purchased the scope in 2009 and used it primarily at Wachusett before his health prohibited him from birding, so the 
scope is in near mint condition. Steve’s wife Kathy has generously donated the scope and tripod to EMHW and is especially 
happy that a portion of the proceeds will go towards the New England Broad-winged Hawk telemetry project developed 
by Hawk Mountain Sanctuary. 

If you are interested in bidding for the scope, the procedure is as follows:

1. When the newsletter is mailed, every EMHW member for whom we have an email 
address will receive an email on the auction and the bidding procedure.

2. To make your bid, reply to that email i.e., to e.masshawkwatch@comcast.net with the 
amount. Please include your name and phone number (cell) in the body of that email 
along with your bid.

3. We will periodically send out the current high bid to everyone on that membership list. 
If you do not want to receive updates on the auction, send an email to e.masshawkwatch@
comcast.net with the words “unsubscribe bidding” in the subject line.

4. The bidding will conclude at the end of the virtual annual meeting on Friday evening, 
September 11, around 8 p.m., with final bids possible online through the meeting 
software. (Complete info will be in the first email.) The scope will be available almost 
immediately for Mass residents.

If you were to purchase a new Swarovski ATS 80 and tripod today, the estimated cost would be in excess of $3200, so you 
have an unusual opportunity to get a great scope for a great price, and to know that your purchase will be helping us all 
better understand the migration and ecology of Broad-winged Hawks.

Special thanks to Kathy Olson for generously thinking of EMHW. 

Bid on a Swarovski Spotting Scope in Special Auction!

We are optimistic that in 2021 we will be back to our normal 
spring migration counts. Our aspiration is to continue our 
migration counts while looking forward to enjoying the 
outdoors and the company of other hawk watchers. Remember 
to renew your membership and vote for three directors by U.S. 
Mail. Please see our webpage for all events and updates. Hope to 
catch you in the field!

– Ted Mara
President, EMHW 

tedmara@gmail.com
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Steve Olson of Holden, MA, who became the site 
coordinator for the Wachusett Mountain Hawk Watch 

in 2006 and went on to serve as President of the Eastern 
Massachusetts Hawk Watch 2009-2011, passed away on 
Tuesday, October 24, 2019 following a long illness.

Steve had been head librarian of audio-visual services at 
the Boston Public Library when he retired in 2004 and 
became a site leader at Wachusett two years later. Steve 
welcomed beginning hawk watchers and general visitors 
to the Wachusett summit while he was conducting hawk 
counts from 2006-2016, establishing a sense of community 
and friendship with people from many states and several 
countries. The completion of the new Wachusett fire tower 
and public observation deck in 2012 enabled Steve to 
foster even better contact with visitors and hawk watchers. 
He loved to tell visitors a bit about the incredible migration 
and the hawks they might see on the mountain, and where 
they were going. He invited people back to see it bigger 
and better next time. Many came back, to see Steve and the 
hawks, creating an extended family of hawk watchers. He, 
and soon his colleague Rod Chase, greatly expanded the 
hours of coverage each season at Wachusett to enable it to 
better serve as a barometer for raptor migration and raptor 
population trends in the northeast. 

For the two years before Steve became site leader, 
Wachusett averaged 51.75 hours and 8.5 days of coverage. 
In 2013, Wachusett had 212 hours of coverage over 44 days. 
That year Steve, Rod and other observers counted a record 
35,070 Broad-winged Hawks over Wachusett, including 
14,471 on September 15th and 12, 272 on September 18th, 
and an incredible record of six straight days with more than 
1,000 hawks each day. The season’s total was 36,229 hawks! 
The following year Steve and Rod led 324 hours of coverage 
over 48 days, a record for coverage surpassed only in 2019. 
Steve became ill in the fall of 2016 and was thereafter 
limited in his opportunities to visit the mountain with his 
wife Kathy. Steve and Kathy labelled, stamped, and mailed 
the EMHW Newsletter for a number of years, and Kathy 
was the unofficial “Geek squad technician” for Wachusett’s 
online reports. (Kathy also often made delicious cookies 
for the crowd on the tower.) 

Kathy and the family generously encouraged memorial 
gifts to Mass Audubon and the Eastern Mass Hawk Watch 

in Steve’s name. EMHW received $440 in memorial 
gifts, and Kathy has generously donated Steve’s 2009 
top-of-the-line Swarovski Spotting Scope to the club for 
a fundraiser. We are auctioning the scope to the highest 
bidder, with bidding closing at our virtual annual meeting 
in September (see auction details on page 3). The Board of 
Directors voted to donate $1,000 to the Hawk Mountain 
project to trap and radiotag 5+ Broadwings from New 
England and eastern Canada (see article on page 6) to 
track the migration routes and identify the wintering 
grounds of Broadwings that breed in or migrate through 
New England, a project that Steve would love. The club 
plans to use $500 of the proceeds of the scope sale as part 
of the $1000 contribution to the Broadwing project with 
the rest going into general fund to help support worthy 
hawk conservation projects. 

Steve Olson will be missed... and long remembered. 
Especially on the mountain in September… Steve’s 
memory will be indelible, especially for those who were 
there with him on Wachusett on those two incredible days 
in 2013. Something that none of us there imagined could 
ever happen again (since 1988). And something that many 
people would never have seen, if not for Steve (with Rod), 
providing such great coverage. Thank you, Steve. 

Steve Olson, Longtime Wachusett Site Leader,  
Passes in 2019

Rod Chase (L) & Steve Olson (R) at Wachusett
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Hawkwatching at Wachusett in the Midst of a Pandemic:
Coverage Help Needed
by Paul M. Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member

As the newsletter goes to print, we do not really know what 
hawk watchers will be able to do where and when this fall. 

Hoping for the best, we are looking for volunteers to commit 
to covering Wachusett the same day of the week for each week 
of September, and a second set of volunteers to provide daily 
coverage in October and early November. We will email everyone 
on the club email list when we know the hawk watching situation 
at Wachusett and if there is any major change to the hawk 
watching protocol or access to the mountain summit during 
the migration. (Currently it seems unlikely we will be able to 
encourage anyone interested in hawk watching to just drive to 
the summit and hawk watch anytime, similar to our situation at 
Plum Island this spring.)

Last year we had to make substantial changes to our Wachusett 
coverage because of site leader’s Rod Chase’s health. Responding 
to a request for volunteers, Bob Secatore, John Cannizzo, Jack 
Milano, Bill Rasku, Ted Mara, and Paul Roberts provided critical 
daily consecutive-day coverage in September. That is when an 
average of 80-90% of our migrant hawks are seen passing the 
mountain. Beyond that, we dramatically extended our coverage 
in October and early November. Bill Rasku, Tom Gottshang, 
Daryl Turek, and many other individuals (thank you) provided 
ad hoc coverage from Oct 1st to Nov 15th, including the period 
when the road to the summit is closed (beginning after the last 
Sunday in October). Your response was such that Wachusett set 
all-time records for days of coverage (65, more than twice our 
average) and hours of coverage (390.5 hours, also over twice 
our average)! THANK YOU! Our Broadwing Count was quite 
disappointing; only 2,832, just 29% of our 44-year average. 
In 2019 Broadwings were a record low 63% of all hawks seen 
despite the record coverage.

Family health issues will limit Rod’s ability to cover this fall, so we 
are again seeking volunteers to commit to coverage in advance. 

We likely will not know what access we will have to the summit 
of Wachusett until early September, and it might change at any 
time. The basic questions are 1) will there be public vehicle 
access to the summit? and 2) will people in general (or only an 
authorized site leader, or no one) have access to the observation 
tower?

If the roads are closed to vehicles but the public can access the 
summit (and the tower), we will have to look for a different set 
of volunteer site leaders. (Traditionally the public road to the 
summit closes at the end of the last Sunday in October, so that 
beginning October 26 all site leaders would have to hike to the 
summit anyway.) If site leaders (authorized in advance or not) 
or the public will be able to view from the tower is an entirely 
separate issue and may involve a special protocol in dealing with 
the public. 

Assuming people can drive to the summit:

1. Which day(s) of the week would you select to cover for the 
entire month of September? (Hours typically 9/9:30AM – 4PM 
weather permitting)

2. If you can cover in October, which day(s) of the week would 
you select to cover from October 1–October 25?

Knowing that people cannot drive/must hike to the summit:

1. Which day of the week would you select to cover for the entire 
month of September? (Hours typically 9/9:30AM – 4PM weather 
permitting)

2. If you can commit to post-September coverage, which 
day(s) of the week would you select to cover from October 1 – 
November 15?)

If the public has access to the summit by vehicle or foot in August, 
we’d also encourage people to watch on days when cold fronts 
arrive or dominate the atmosphere after August 15. Movement 
tends to be light in August, and close behind the front, but 
you can have some nice low double-digit days, especially for 
Broadwings and Bald Eagles.

We’ll provide complete information directly to all volunteer 
site leaders on reporting your day’s data, and we’ll also keep the 
volunteer list informed of any changes in access or protocol. It is 
anticipated that site leaders and counters would be required to 
wear masks when dealing with people, and hawk watchers will 
be asked to wear a facial covering when observing together and 
social distance as much as possible. 

If we do not have vehicle (or any) access to Wachusett’s 
summit, people still should have multiple hawk watching 
options available to them. Mt. Watatic in Ashburnham might 
well be open, but it requires a steep hike of .6 miles or a more 
moderate hike of roughly 1.1 miles. (see the EMHW web site 
for more information). Contact site leader Brian Rusnica at 
14hawks8owls@gmail.com for more information. People can 
also hawk watch from parks, hills, or homes near where you 
live or work. In the early years of the watch we had large flights 
reported over a grocery store in Shrewsbury and on an overcast 
day in September a member delivering heating oil observed a big 
flight along his delivery route in the Concord area. We also had 
a good kettle over Harvard Square one year, so keep your eyes 
open. Anything is possible. Generally the best time to look for 
Broadwings is between September 10-24 on days with a strong 
northwest wind or the day after. Numbers should tend to be 
better north and west of Route 128 and improve as you head 
farther west, especially if the winds are fairly strong out of the 
north or northwest. If winds are dry out of the northeast, sites 
west of Rte 495 would tend to be best. 

To sign up for coverage at Wachusett or obtain more information, email Paul Roberts at  
phawk254@comcast.net or call him at 339-222-0197. 
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Broad-winged Hawks from New England to Brazil
by Paul M. Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member

Early this year before COVID-19 became part of everyone’s 
lexicon, Hawk Mountain Sanctuary (HMS) in Pennsylvania 

announced a new migratory research program to place radio 
satellite transmitters on five Broad-winged Hawks from New 
England and eastern Canada. Since 2014 Hawk Mountain has 
been studying Pennsylvania-nesting Broadwings and had fitted 
them with satellite units to study their full life-cycle movements, 
including migration. Researchers were able to track the birds 
after they left their breeding territories and on their major 
migratory flights to Brazil, Peru and Columbia. The public could 
track the routes of the birds on the HMS web site. 

However, other research suggests that Broadwings nesting 
elsewhere might winter elsewhere and migrate along different 
routes. HMS developed this new program to radiotag five adult 
female Broadwings from New England and eastern Canada. This 
would be only the third project to follow Broad-winged Hawks 
on their annual migrations and on the wintering and breeding 
grounds. The Pennsylvania study documented that birds 
migrated up to 226 miles a day. It was also the first to document 
pre-migratory movement of Broadwings, with birds moving 27 
miles from their nesting areas before they migrated. 

The new program was estimated to cost roughly $29,000, so 
HMS sought donations to cover most of the cost and made an 
excellent 3-minute video on the project that everyone should 
see:  https://youtu.be/I1giZiOM6AM. 

The NorthEast Hawk Watch (NEHW) board voted to donate 
$7,000 to the project in honor of its three founders, Don 
Hopkins, Jerry Mersereau, and Neil Currie. With Neil Currie’s 
passing in 2020, all three are deceased. (Learn more about 
Neil ‘s life and contributions to hawk watching on page 8.) The 
NorthEast Hawk Watch, founded in 1971, will be celebrating its 
fiftieth anniversary next year. With the donation NEHW will be 
able to name two of the hawks after its founders. The EMHW 
board voted to donate $1,000, including part of the proceeds 
of the club’s sale of Steve Olson’s Swarovski spotting scope (see  
page 3).

The original plan was to implement the entire project in 2020, 
but the pandemic changed that. Three female Broadwings were 
trapped and radiotagged in Ontario in May before the presence 
of COVID-19 there. These birds will be tracked online at www.
hawkmountain.org beginning around August 1 to reveal how 
the birds move around the Great Lakes and advance southward, 
where they winter, and the routes they take back in spring. In 
2021, pandemic permitting, the project plans to trap and tag 
4-6 females in New Hampshire and Connecticut to see where 
“our” birds go. Tax-deductible donations can be made by check 
to “Hawk Mountain Sanctuary,” with “NE Broadwing Project” 
in the notes line, and mailed to Hawk Mountain, 410 Summer 
Valley Rd, Orwigsburg,  PA 17961. 

Above, an HMS trainee holding an  adult female Broad-
winged hawk wearing a satellite transmitter.  

Photo taken by Rebecca McCabe. 

Below, the migration paths of Broadwings from 
Pennsylvania from 2014 to 2018.
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Your Generosity Makes a Difference
by Paul M. Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member

Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch has approximately 170 
members. For roughly 35 years our minimum annual dues 

have been only $10 per person. One would expect our annual 
membership revenue would be around $1,700, substantially 
less than what we spend for our annual newsletter and meeting 
and the website. Thus, we are raising minimum dues to $15 to 
help cover actual “per member” costs, but the great news is that 
roughly half our members join or renew above the minimum 
level, at $25  (Contributing) or $40 (Supporting) or more and 
also donate several hundred dollars a year.* Thank you! Beyond 
that, members generously provide valuable items for the annual 
raffle, which raises approximately $700 a year. We also raise 
money through the sale of mementos, such as EMHW car 
magnets, travel cups, etc. Your generosity enables us to bring 
world leaders in the field of raptors, such as Bryan Watts, Laurie 
Goodrich, Dave Brinker, and Cheryl Dykstra to speak at our 
annual meetings.

Your gifts also enable us to do more, much more, which is reported 
in the annual treasurer’s report (Thanks, Lynette), but without 
much fanfare. Each year the board reviews possible donations 
to worthy raptor programs where every contribution makes a 
difference. We annually donate several hundred dollars to the 

Hawk Migration Association of North America (HMANA), the 
umbrella organization for over 200 reporting hawk watch sites 
across North America. HMANA provides HawkCount, the near-
real-time database on migration counts across the continent, 
including our spring and fall sites. HMANA also is the key 
sponsor of the Raptor Population Index (RPI), which analyzes 
annual migration data to determine three-year and long-term 
trends for migration counts and migratory populations. 

This year the board voted to give $1,000 to a new program 
developed by Hawk Mountain Sanctuary to radiotag 5 
Broadwing Hawks from New England and eastern Canada to 
see how their migration routes and wintering grounds compare 
to Broadwings from Pennsylvania, which HMS has tracked since 
2014. (See article on previous page.) This will be the first attempt 
to track “our Broadwings.” 

We have also donated $300 to Joey Mason, a Massachusetts 
hawk bander who privately developed a program to install “safe” 
methane burners in landfills. Many raptors have been badly 
burned or killed because they had perched on methane burners 
in open landfill areas.  Joey encouraged and helped landfill 
owners to install modified burners that were “safe” for hawks 
to perch. 

Over the past decade we have given roughly $6,000 ($500-$1,000 
a year) to Tom Sayers for his Northeastern Connecticut Kestrel 
Project. Tom is a retired teacher who developed an innovative 
and incredibly successful intensely-managed kestrel nesting 
box program in northeastern Connecticut without any financial 
support. Tom’s success over more than a decade is virtually 
unparalleled. He has built a network of kestrel boxes that are 
examined weekly or more frequently each spring and summer 
and has banded over 1,200 kestrels, including almost a thousand 
fledglings. One year his program fledged 182 young kestrels! 
Tom basically funds everything—lumber, gas, bands—out of 
pocket, so our gifts have enabled him to expand his program 
to 80 boxes, about the maximum he can maintain by visiting 
regularly during the breeding season. We’ve also enabled him 
to buy color-coded bands to identify age sets of birds live in 
the field. For more information on Tom’s programs, see Shawn 
Carey’s video at https://youtu.be/9AVrnzG395g. The club also 
donated $250 to Ed Neumuth to maintain a new, much smaller 
kestrel box program in western Massachusetts.

Last but not least, we’ve also contributed $500 to the Friends 
of the Parker River National Wildlife Refuge to help fund 
development of the new beach boardwalk at Lot #1 in the refuge, 
where we conduct our annual spring hawk migration count. 

When you renew above the basic dues level, make an additional 
financial gift to the club, or donate something of value for our 
annual raffle, you are not just keeping the club running. You are 
helping more hawks. THANK YOU! 

*Please note that EMHW is not a registered nonprofit 501(c3) 
organization, so your gifts are not tax deductible. 

An adult female Broad-winged hawk wearing a satellite 
transmitter as part of Hawk Mountain Sanctuary’s tracking 

program. Full story on previous page. 
 Photo taken by Rebecca McCabe. 
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Whatever your skill or interest... EMHW is your organization: help us make it a successful one!

• Hawk Counts: There is an urgent need for volunteer counters at Wachusett Mountain. See page 5 for more 
information about the importance of consecutive-day coverage and details on how you can volunteer.

• Annual Meeting: Do you have an idea for a guest speaker for next year’s meeting? Would you be able to help at our 
next annual meeting? We’re always looking for assistance with any number of tasks at the meeting.

• Website: Do you have photos of hawks or of people at any of the sites EMHW covers? Do you have suggestions for 
additional content or materials that could be added to the website? 

• Newsletter: Do you have an idea or article that could go in our newsletter? We welcome any submissions you may 
have for next year’s newsletter.

Contact Lynette Leka (lynette.leka@yahoo.com) for more information about any of these activities.

The name of Neil Currie might not be familiar to many 
hawk watchers in eastern Massachusetts, but his passing 

in Connecticut in February marked the end of an era for hawk 
watching in New England. Neil had been a biology teacher and 
hawk watcher in Connecticut for about 15 years when in 1971 he 
sent a letter to a regional publication inquiring about reports of 
migrant hawks in the Nutmeg State. He received four responses. 

That simple inquiry marked the beginning of a new era in hawk 
watching. Don Hopkins and Gerry Mersereau responded; they 
had already been talking about initiating a regional hawk watch 
in New England, beginning with Connecticut and Western 
Massachusetts. That summer, Don, Gerry, and Neil organized 
the New England Hawk Watch (NEHW), focusing attention on 
establishing a broad regional network of sites on two weekends, 
one in mid-September for Broadwings and one in late October 
for Redtails. Another respondent was Michael Harwood, 
who was the driving force behind the formation of the Hawk 
Migration Association of North America (HMANA) in 1974, 
with assistance from the founders of the New England Hawk 
Watch.

The NEHW will celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2021, when 
we will publish more on the organization, now known as the 
NorthEast Hawk Watch, which reports on hawk migration in all 
of New England and parts of eastern New York, New Jersey, and 
New Brunswick.

In 1976 Neil became regional editor of HMANA’s Southern 
New England region, and the following year also became lead 
compiler and editor of the annual New England Hawk Watch 
Migration Report. In those capacities, he expanded the hawk 
watching network and assembled data from the one of the 
densest concentrations of watch sites in the world, all without 
benefit of computer or cell phone.

Neil was a professional scientist, which helped NEHW initiate 
innovative research in Broad-winged Hawk migration. He also 

developed a revised 
format for the annual 
migration report, 
which included 
historic count data 
from all the sites as well 
as the data and analysis 
of the preceding year’s 
migration. All our 
eastern Massachusetts 
data has been included 
in the annual NEHW 
Report and analysis. 
In 1983 Neil was 
lead author of a 
25-page paper with 
Don Hopkins and 
Michael Harwood 
on Broad-winged 
Hawk migration presented at the 1983 HMANA Conference in 
Rochester, New York. Neil had become one of the world’s leading 
analysts of Broad-winged Hawk migration in North America. In 
1983 Neil Currie, Don Hopkins and Gerry Mersereau were the 
first recipients of HMANA’s highest honor, the Maurice Broun 
Award, given to “honor individuals who have made outstanding, 
long-term or major contributions of time and effort to HMANA 
itself or the goals of HMANA: hawk migration study, raptor 
conservation.”

Neil retired from teaching and in 1988 retired from his positions 
in NEHW and HMANA, when he was voted a lifetime honorary 
director of the NorthEast Hawk Watch. Neil continued as an 
active hawk watcher until his health began to decline. Neil will be 
remembered by many as a great friend, a beloved teacher inside 
and outside the classroom, and a major force in the development 
of hawk watching in North America. 

Neil W. Currie, 1923-2020
by Paul M. Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member

Get Involved in EMHW!
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by Christine Morabito, EMHW Board Member
Boxford Osprey: Doing It Old School

Massachusetts Osprey are doing exceptionally well, thanks 
in part to the abundant nesting platforms we provide 

for them. Statewide data from 2018 indicate there were about 
1,000 nesting pairs, 40 percent of which were on Cape Cod. Last 
year, northeastern Massachusetts alone had 49 breeding pairs, 
producing 59 fledglings. 

While most Osprey are now taking advantage of man-made 
structures, a pair in Boxford continues to build their nest in an 
ever-shrinking span of dead pine trees. Once a productive Great-
blue Heron rookery, supporting about 90 pairs, those trees are 
almost gone. 

The Osprey nest, originally discovered in 
2017, is visible from a viewing platform 
on Essex County Greenbelt’s Carter Field 
property. That nest was unfortunately 
destroyed the following spring, when the 
top of the tree snapped off in a Nor’easter. 
Despite very few remaining options, the 
pair was able to establish a suitable site for 
their 2018 nest. Unfortunately, that nest 
was abandoned just in time for the chicks 
to hatch, presumably predated by a Great-
horned Owl. The following year, they constructed yet a third nest, 
and fledged 2 chicks. To my knowledge, this is the only “natural” 
Osprey nest structure in Essex County. 

The Boxford pair returned in April, and, as of this writing are 
caring for two chicks. With any luck, the youngsters will fledge 
in July. 

We assume this pair contains the original 2017 birds, but, due 
to the remoteness of the site, the birds are un-banded, thus, we 
cannot be certain. The marsh is rather shallow, and I have never 
observed the birds hunting there. Instead, they leave the area and 
return with fish from elsewhere. The shortage of nesting sites 
coupled with less than ideal hunting grounds would seem to make 
this an unpopular spot for competition. Yet, each year I observe 
the pair fending off invaders. I can’t help but wonder if these rivals 
are the pair’s offspring from previous years, returning to their 
nesting territory. 

As fascinating as bird migration is, I find that of the Osprey 
particularly so. The fledgling birds make their journey south 
without the help of their parents, who sometimes leave a month 
earlier. The chicks stay, not just until the following spring, like 
most birds, but until spring of their second year, remaining down 
south for about a year and half. While still too young to breed, 
they return to their birthing grounds, locate nest sites, sometimes 
find a mate and “practice” building a nest. These are referred to as 
housekeeping pairs. They reach sexual maturity at age 3. 

Females do much of the nest construction, with males providing 
the sticks, grass and sod. Sometimes the occasional brightly colored 

piece of trash is utilized. This “recycling” is both endearing 
and troubling. Females do most of the incubating, but 
males will relieve them so they can stretch, preen and 

consume a meal. It is 
fascinating to watch 
the quickly growing 
chicks and daunting 
to think of all the 
challenges they face. 

This is my fourth 
year as an Osprey 
volunteer with 
Greenbelt. I have 
monitored other 
nests, but the 
Boxford nest is 
my favorite. I love 
the serenity of the 
location, as well as 
the other wildlife I 
can observe there. 
While I’m waiting 
for the male Osprey 
to return with 
fish, I can watch 
and photograph 

waterfowl, songbirds, muskrat, frogs and snakes – all from the 
comfort of a viewing platform. The brush I removed this spring 
opened up areas that were previously overgrown. It was almost 
worth the poison ivy rash I had to endure. I always forget the 
cursed plant is more potent before the leaves are visible. Next 
spring, I must remember the adage “hairy is scary.” 

It saddens me to think that someday soon there will be no more 
dead pines in this marsh. This pair will then be forced to nest 
elsewhere. Greenbelt has discussed building a nest platform at 
this location. However, the decision was made to preserve the 
birds’ natural nesting instincts for as long as possible. I couldn’t 
agree more.

If you are a landowner who wishes to install a nest platform, 
Greenbelt may be able to help. They also maintain an OspreyCam 
online, allowing people to observe an active nest in Gloucester. 
You can watch or subscribe at www.ecga.org. 

Photos taken by  
Christine Morabito
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
by Ursula Goodine, EMHW Member

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, an epic 1966 Spaghetti 
Western, characterizes 3 gunslingers in competition to find 

buried gold amid the chaos of the American Civil War.

In the Peregrine Falcon world, the competition is for survival, 
and this year, there has been Good, some Bad and plenty of 
Ugly. The ‘Good’ pertains to the increasing numbers of nesting 
pairs in Massachusetts. Dave Paulson of the Division of Fisheries 
and Wildlife states there are 46 known pairs, and he has banded 
40 chicks with a possibility of more from two other late nests. 
Banding, another ‘Good’, helps to track this population, and learn 
of the many successes and failures. When a Peregrine’s band is read 
via photography, scope or having the bird in hand, those reported 
alphanumerics can trace a bird’s origin, subsequent sightings and 
nesting behavior. Dave notified us that a female hatched from our 
2013 Cambridge nest has been identified as nesting in Montreal, 
Canada this spring. A male from a 2019 Quincy nest has been 
identified in Berwick, Maine. Another male in South Hadley came 
from Fairlee, Vermont and is 17 years old. There have been other 
sightings, all of which demonstrate the value of banding.

The ‘Bad’ occurs when a pair’s nest is unproductive and eggs fail 
to hatch due to improper fertilization or incubation. Sometimes, 
a second clutch is laid, and if that attempt is early enough, it may 
be fruitful. If not, the pair will continue their bond to protect each 
other, their territory, and wait for next year. They must sense the 
void that is created with no chicks to nurture or teach the necessary 
flying and hunting skills. Those instincts give them purpose and 
the motivation to reproduce, as did their parents before them. This 
season four failures have occurred in traditionally successful nests.

The ‘Ugly’ is just that, darn right ugly. It happens when a big, 
beautiful female chick, which is the last to fledge, gets blown off 
the nest perch pole and 
tries to fly to a nearby 
roof, but encounters a 
power line that sends her 
tumbling to the ground 
with an audible impact. 
At first, she rallies and 
walks around to gain her 
bearings. The witnesses 
corral her from the 
threat of traffic and 
coax her down a loading 
dock driveway. When 
captured, she is coughing 
up blood from her throat 

and nares, possibly a lethal sign. She is placed in a padded box, 
and the trip to Tufts Veterinary Clinic is uneventful until the box 
is opened and her body lays lifeless. This disastrous news was 
shared with those who were present during the accident, and we 
mourned her tragic passing. 

While observing fledglings from a bridge nest, one female was 
seen flapping, but something was wrong, she was covered in oil! 
To keep the bridge cables in working order, they must be coated, 
so somehow this bird came in contact with that substance. She 
disappeared and we have been unable to find her despite several 
visits. Is she dead? We don’t know.

An additional calamity occurred at the Charlestown Naval Yard, 
when a passerby noticed a dead unbanded adult male Peregrine 
Falcon on the roof of a parked car. While in pursuit of prey, the 
bird was unable to negotiate a turn and crashed into the car, 
fracturing his neck instantly. When we received him from the man 
who reported this find, it was a sad sight. This bird’s body was so 
healthy and perfect in shape and plumage. Another catastrophe!

Because the ‘Good’ should be emphasized, Peregrine Falcons were 
initially considered Endangered, then Protected, and now are on 
the Special Concern list. So it is noteworthy that my husband Dave 
and I have had six rescues so far this season. Unfortunately, one 
resulted in death, but we rejoiced in having five successful fledgling 
captures and releases. Statistically, only one chick in a nest of four 
will live beyond the first year of life in the wild. Our motives are 
pure and simple: we wish to help these Peregrine Falcons prosper 
to beat the odds and survive the multiple challenges they face in 
order to perpetuate their species.  

The Good:  
Motherly Love

Photo taken by  
Tom Luongo
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by Brian Rusnica, EMHW Board Member and Mount Watatic Site Coordinator 
2019-2020 Hawkwatcher’s Notebook

Massachusetts offers year-round intrigue for the 
hawkwatcher. The end of 2019 and beginning of 2020 

offered several unique stories in my travels around the state in 
pursuit of raptors. 

February 2, 2020 - Red-tailed Hawk: Rehabilitation and Release
In December, a friend in East Cambridge found a disoriented 
juvenile Red-tailed Hawk that he was able to capture and bring 
to Tufts Wildlife Clinic in Grafton. Here’s what they found: 
“Upon examination, veterinarians found blood in its mouth and 
a wound on a digit on its left foot. The hawk was also very quiet, 
and the lining of its mouth appeared very pale. These symptoms, 
in addition to a low red blood cell count, were consistent with 
anticoagulant rodenticide toxicosis, so veterinarians administered 
fluids, pain medication and vitamin K, which is the antidote for 
anticoagulant rodenticides... As the hawk’s condition continued 
to improve over the course of treatment, veterinarians were able 
to move it to a small flight cage for rehabilitation, conditioning 
and monitoring.” I was invited to observe the inspiring release of 
the recovered hawk. Thanks to the dedicated team out at Tufts 
Wildlife Clinic, this hawk received a fighting second chance.

November 16, 2019 - Pigeon Changes Hands Between Three 
Different Raptors
One particularly lucky morning in East Cambridge, I was 
watching a juvenile Cooper’s Hawk on an ambush hunt. The 
hawk had stooped out of a short evergreen tree with an effortless 
dive, and worked desperately to finish off a pigeon. After the prey 
finally succumbed, the Coop flew off to eat, only to be flushed 
by a dog walker. The hawk ended up on an exposed basketball 
court, but only briefly, as it had attracted the attention of a much 

larger raptor. A juvenile Red-tailed Hawk swooped in and there 
was no contest: the smaller bird conceded the catch immediately. 
The young Red-tailed began to pluck the spoils of its piracy, while 
the Coop flew off in disgust. The quiet lasted only a few minutes 
however, as a second Red-tail came in, and stole the pigeon again! 
This time, a battle developed between two evenly-matched hawks, 
and ended in a stalemate. In the commotion, the pigeon’s half-
plucked body dropped and was quickly forgotten. The hawks 
tussled but eventually flew off, without a single bite having been 
consumed for all that effort.

September 17, 2019 - Cooper’s Hawk Action on a Watatic 
Morning
The first raptor on this calm, cool Watatic morning was a juvenile 
Cooper’s Hawk in a lazy soar over the summit. Unexpectedly, 
the Coop tucked its wings and headed directly at me! I thought 
perhaps it was targeting the decoy owl behind me, but in a terrific 
display of agility, the hawk hit the brakes overhead. It dove 
headlong into one of the summit bushes in front of me - trying to 
spear a Dark-eyed Junco that had been foraging on the ground! 
The hawk bounded up empty-handed, seemed to shrug and took 
back to the skies, searching for its next opportunity.

September 13, 2019 - Watatic Single-Day Record of 21 Bald 
Eagles
An otherwise nondescript September day on Watatic will be 
memorable for me as the site set what I believe to be a single-
day record for Bald Eagle migrants with 21 (previous single day 
was 13). A remarkable showing consisting mainly of juvenile and 
immature birds made several naked-eye passes over the summit, 
exciting even the most casual of observers today. 

Cooper’s Hawk  photographed by Brian Rusnica
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Wachusett Mountain - Fall 2019

Well, we all know the disappointing totals for the year (the lowest 
since 2011), so I will start this report with some of the Good 

News! To start, we set records for the most hours of coverage both for 
the year (390.5) plus for October (122.75), September (195.75) and 
August (63.25). Also for the record book: 65 days of coverage in 2019 
plus an astounding 404 TV’s thanks to our increased attendance in 
October (the 374 for that month alone would have been the record!) 
As well, a new highpoint was the season’s 52 Merlins which topped 
last year’s 44; all 3 falcons were well-represented in 2019 and the 1 
Mississippi Kite on Sept. 20 was a first for me! The Black Vulture total 
of 7 was also a new high (1 above last year’s count).

These totals emphasize why we love our vantage point and our ‘Fall 
Family’! The commitment of several individuals who volunteered to 
record the counts on one day each week (and who also showed up on 
many other days!) was a blessing. My thanks and, since my health is 
still an issue, I feel that this process must continue in 2020. :-( Raptors 
are fun and the friendships are sacred even during a down year. We 
had 5-7 counters on our last 3 counts to finish the 24 days of coverage 
for the month of October! Thanks also to Bill Rasku who hiked up 2 
times in November and after a zero-day still found 10 on his last trip 
with Daryl Turek and Tom Gottschang. Tom hiked alone once for a 
zero day and Dave Brown joined Bill for a zero… but the last trip was a 
charm accentuated by 10 raptors, 4 Snow Buntings(!) plus a few other 
non-raptors including 70 Cedar Waxwings! 

Overall, most species stayed close to their ten-year averages – with the 
Broadwings being the sad exception. There was a fine day on Sept. 16 
when 1,416 BW’s (exactly half of the year’s BW count) put on a good 
show on that 1,501 raptor day! However, only 4 other days surpassed 
100 BW’s and the 2,382 year’s total was only 28% of our newest 10 year 
average and only 56% of last year’s low BW count. 

The most common denominator to these drops is, in my mind, the 
weather? With ocean storms, one after another, whipping up along 
the Atlantic coastline, the northeast was subject to strong east winds 
to our north. Our weather saw many days where fog or low clouds 
hindered visibility and other days with strong wind from the dreaded 
southwest. The BW’s can obviously sense the location of weather 
fronts and their flight path seems to be altered westward to find more 
favorable conditions before they turn south. At least the numbers 
through Central America indicate that the population remains healthy 
– Veracruz/Chichicaxtle, Mexico had a fine count last fall! 1,128,428 
BW’s. Wow!

I am not predicting a bad year in 2020; we have seen many ups and 
downs in our site’s totals through the years. Let us all wish for good 
weather this fall and in the future. Still, I am baffled that our country 
is not in line with the rest of the world in so many areas. Science is 
our tool and climate change should be a globally understood and 
acted-upon crisis. No members of our family of nature lovers should 
be silent on these (and so many other) issues. Our air and oceans are 
what enable life! If we continue to pollute then the whole ecosystem 

WACHUSETT MTN. HAWK WATCH
Fall 2019 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 65 
Total Number of Hours 390.5

Black Vulture 7

Turkey Vulture 404

Osprey 133

Bald Eagle 148

Northern Harrier 10

Sharp-shinned Hawk 359

Cooper’s Hawk 114

Northern Goshawk 0

Red-shouldered Hawk 12

Broad-winged Hawk 2,832

Red-tailed Hawk 85

Rough-legged Hawk 0

Golden Eagle 0

American Kestrel 141

Merlin 52

Peregrine Falcon 34

Unidentified Raptors 152*

Mississippi Kite (!) 1

Total 4,484

* Mostly on days when many raptors 
were too distant for positive ID’s.

by Rod Chase, Wachusett Mountain Site Coordinator and 
EMHW Board Member

continued on page 17 →
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MOUNT WATATIC HAWK WATCH
Fall 2019 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 14
Total Number of Hours 94.75

Black Vulture 0

Turkey Vulture 9

Osprey 33

Bald Eagle 64

Northern Harrier 6

Sharp-shinned Hawk 201

Cooper’s Hawk 23

Northern Goshawk 1

Red-shouldered Hawk 8

Broad-winged Hawk 2,069

Red-tailed Hawk 2

Rough-legged Hawk 0

Golden Eagle 0

American Kestrel 46

Merlin 13

Peregrine Falcon 1

Unidentified Accipiters 1

Unidentified Buteos 3

Unidentified Falcons 0

Unidentified Raptors 6

Total 2,486

Mount Watatic - Fall 2019
by Brian Rusnica, Mount Watatic Site Coordinator  
and EMHW Board Member

A Disappointing Fall Raptor Migration Season at Mount Watatic

The 2019 Fall raptor migration at Mount Watatic was highly 
disappointing compared to the last several years. Despite the best 
efforts of watchers on the mountain, the Broad-winged Hawks that 
make up the lion’s share of our count were simply not seen.

Hawk watchers logged 94.75 hours over 14 days of coverage at Watatic, 
which is an increase of about 10 hours over last year’s numbers. 
The season total of 2,486 migrating raptors was nearly 2,000 birds 
lower than the 2018 standard. Our neighbors to the south at Mount 
Wachusett saw a second consecutive down season, bottoming out 
below 5,000 birds for the first time since a down coverage year in 2011. 
Not all hope was lost regionally however, as Pack Monadnock bounced 
back from their subpar 2018 with another 10,000+ bird season.  

New All-Time High for Bald Eagles at Mount Watatic

This year’s 64 Bald Eagles in September represents a new all-time high 
in the Mount Watatic record books. Despite the overall down year, 
numbers were consistent to last year for accipiters (201 Sharp-shinned 
Hawks, 23 Cooper’s Hawks) and the small falcons (46 American 
Kestrels, 13 Merlin). A migrating adult Northern Goshawk was the 
site’s first in the last 9 years!

Our high day of the season was September 17th, our only 4-digit day 
of the Fall (1,068 Total.)  We had a decent push before and after that 
day, but did not see a triple digit flight after the 18th.  

Hawkwatching Hopes Target on September 2020

We hope 2020’s Fall migration season will satisfy our longing for 
big flights and big numbers. Please reach out if you are interested 
in experiencing some of the Watatic magic yourself this coming 
September! 

 © Brian Rusnica
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Pinnacle Rock - Fall 2019
by Craig Jackson, Pinnacle Rock Site Coordinator and 
EMHW Member

As can be seen by the chart at right, the year 2019 was one of the 
worst flights seen at this site. It seemed that every time there 

was a northwest wind, it was accompanied by rain, occurred prior to 
dawn, was too weak, or occurred too late in the season. As a result, 
the number of Sharp-shinned Hawks seen migrating was very small 
(more Red-tailed Hawks and almost as many Bald Eagles were seen!). 
Whereas last year 276 Sharp-shinned Hawks seen (out of a total 
number of 547 hawks) contributed to my second-best season at this 
site, the very low total of Sharp-shinned Hawks caused this to be my 
fourth worst season in over 20 years of counting at this site.

On the plus side, Bald Eagles were the second-most seen migrant this 
year with 18 birds seen migrating. As in the rest of the United States, 
Bald Eagle numbers have been increasing recently and this year’s count 
was approximately the same seen as last year. Additionally, at least 
three adult Bald Eagles hung around Spot Pond (a reservoir that is a 
little more than a mile distant from the site) at least until November 6, 
providing many opportunities to view them in flight. The number of 
Red-tailed Hawks also surpassed all counts since 2009.

Other than hawks one of the best sightings was a Belted Kingfisher 
on October 18, and an estimated 600 migrating Canada Geese were 
observed on November 8. The only significant movement of both 
Monarch Butterflies and dragonflies (almost all Green Darners) was on 
September 27 (about 50 Monarchs and 40 dragonflies). 

PINNACLE ROCK HAWK WATCH
Fall 2019 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 24
Total Number of Hours 136

Turkey Vulture 5

Osprey 5

Bald Eagle 18

Northern Harrier 1

Sharp-shinned Hawk 22

Cooper’s Hawk 9

Red-shouldered Hawk 1

Broad-winged Hawk 0

Red-tailed Hawk 25

American Kestrel 3

Merlin 3

Peregrine Falcon 3

Unidentified Accipiters 5

Unidentified Falcons 2

Unidentified Raptors 3

Total 105
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HEAD OF THE MEADOW 
 HAWK WATCH

Spring 2020 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 40 
Total Number of Hours 181

Black Vulture 7

Turkey Vulture 727

Osprey 186

Bald Eagle 21

Northern Harrier 19

Sharp-shinned Hawk 139

Cooper’s Hawk 42

Northern Goshawk 0

Red-shouldered Hawk 2

Broad-winged Hawk 77

Red-tailed Hawk 2

Rough-legged Hawk 0

American Kestrel 84

Merlin 25

Peregrine Falcon 4

Unidentified Accipiters 2

Unidentified Buteos 10

Unidentified Falcons 0

Unidentified Raptors 16

Mississippi Kite 1

Total 1,405

Head of the Meadow - Spring 2020
1st Annual Count 
by Donald Manchester, Pilgrim Heights Site Coordinator 
and EMHW Member

The Wellfleet Bay Audubon Sanctuary was shut down this spring 
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The hawk count at Pilgrim 

Heights was also shut down. This put me on my own to conduct a 
hawk count. I had always thought the northeast corner of the Head of 
the Meadows parking lot would be a good site. The Pilgrim Heights 
site had become so overgrown it was like watching in a closet with no 
roof. 

The new site is less than a half mile away, east southeast from the Pilgrim 
Heights hawk watch. The visibility is 100% better with unlimited views 
to the East, Southeast and South. As the count totals show, this is a more 
viable site. Highlights were seven Black Vultures and a Mississippi Kite. 
Non-raptor highlights were a Sandhill Crane that flew over. 
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PLUM ISLAND HAWK WATCH
Spring 2020 Season Totals

Total Number of Days 36
Total Number of Hours 157

Black Vulture 0

Turkey Vulture 44

Osprey 8

Bald Eagle 13

Northern Harrier 60

Sharp-shinned Hawk 232

Cooper’s Hawk 13

Northern Goshawk 0

Red-shouldered Hawk 0

Broad-winged Hawk 0

Red-tailed Hawk 0

Rough-legged Hawk 0

Golden Eagle 0

American Kestrel 603

Merlin 109

Peregrine Falcon 2

Unidentified Accipiters 3

Unidentified Buteos 0

Unidentified Falcons 3

Unidentified Raptor 12

Total 1,102

Plum Island - Spring 2020

Just as it has created a new normal for everyone everywhere, the 
arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic pretty much guaranteed that 

the 2020 Plum Island Spring hawk watch was going to be anything 
but typical. Serious health concerns coupled with the almost 
insurmountable logistic problems posed by the closure of all refuge 
restrooms and the subsequent closure of the entire refuge to all 
unauthorized vehicular traffic in mid-April more or less ensured that 
the majority of our regular watchers simply wouldn’t be able to make 
it this year.
Several observers managed to get there one way or another. Some of 
us tried parking on the mainland and biking over to the refuge. And a 
few of us lucky ones were able to take advantage of the extraordinary 
generosity of a couple of Plum Island residents who allowed us to park 
on their property and schlep our gear over to the refuge. This was a 
major factor in ensuring that we would have regular coverage, albeit 
with no more than a skeleton crew typically, on any day that looked like 
birds might be moving through.

As always, the Spring weather this year was subject to change without 
much notice. And while we did have our fair share of days with really 
good winds, several of those ended in disappointment, once again, as 
usual. On the other hand, while there were no blockbuster 300+ bird 
days, we did manage three days that were well over the 100 mark and 
a fourth where we hit 99. As far as individual species counts go, and 
comparing this year’s totals with the corresponding averages for the 
for the past nine years (2010-2019), Kestrels, Merlins and especially 
Sharpshins exceeded the nine-year averages (603 vs. 521, 109 vs. 67 
and 232 vs. 135 respectively) while Ospreys (8 vs. 36) and Harriers (60 
vs. 108) were considerably below. As for the grand (all-species) total, 
this year’s 1102 birds just managed to edge out the nine-year average of 
1089. A total of 157 observer hours produced an average of 7 migrants 
per hour. 

Needless to say, we would have had better numbers if we had had a 
normal turnout of observers on the platform, i.e., with a lot more eyes 
looking in all directions. For example, on those really windy days when 
Merlins, Sharpies and Cooper’s are hugging the ground and more often 
than not only get noticed just as they’re passing by or over the platform. 
Or on those warm, sunny days when the birds are climbing or are 
already aloft and the bright blue skies demand really close scrutiny. We 
had a number of such days this year, and having only handful (or less) 
of observers on hand meant that some indeterminate but significant 
number of birds passed through unnoticed and uncounted.

No doubt about it. This season has been one of disappointment for all of 
us who look forward to the watch every year, particularly all those who 
were unable to show up even for a single day. And for those of us who 
did manage to get there regularly, it simply wasn’t nearly as much fun 
without the usual camaraderie and mutual enjoyment and excitement 
that always adds so much to our hawk watch. Hopefully and with any 
luck, things will have changed for the better by next Spring and we’ll be 
able to once again field a full complement of happy Plum Island Hawk 
gawkers!!! 

by Bob Secatore, Plum Island Site Coordinator and 
EMHW Board Member 

(Plum Island Counts for 2006-2020 on next page, middle.)
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Plum Island Spring Counts 2006-2020

Wachusett Mountain Report (continued from page 12)

can fail. The environment can fail and has done so before; however, this current crisis appears to be caused by our human pollution 
as opposed to natural volcanic or meteor impacts. Please live and speak up as necessary because life itself can fail on our tiny little 
rock in this enormous universe!

Paul Roberts did mention that Hawk Mountain budgeted a ton of money for a plan to put trackers on 5 NE Canada-summering 
Broadwings this year in an attempt, hopefully, to determine if there are changes in the migration routes. Unfortunately, this study 
has been pushed out to next year due to the many COVID-19 restrictions—but it is still planned!

For now, let us gear up for another fun fall watch and hope for a fabulous flight for all our species! I look forward to reuniting with so 
many friends this fall—may the Tower repairs be completed and may we all be welcome to return to the hill! I’ve yet to get feedback 
from the Rangers but will continue to inquire about access to Wachusett for the fall watch this year. 

2019-2020 Treasurer’s Report by Lynette Leka, EMHW Treasurer

Beginning Balance (7/1/2019) $ 8,311.37   -  169 paid memberships

Income
Memberships 4,010.00

Donations 720.03
Raffle 662.00

Car Magnet Sales 260.00
Souvenir Mug Sales 30.00

Total Income 5,682.03

Ending Balance (6/30/2020) $ 8,795.66   -  187 paid memberships

Expenses
Annual Meeting Speaker Fee/Expenses -950.00

Hall Rental Deposit 2020 -150.00
Refreshments -402.90

Annual Meeting Total (1,502.90)
Newsletters Production -200.00

Printing -520.63
Mailing -202.48

 Newsletters Total (923.11)
Funding Tom Sayer -1,000.00

HMANA -300.00
Hawk Mtn Broadwing Project -1,000.00

Funding Total (2,300.00)
Donations Gift Books -192.00

P.O. Box Rental -134.00
Postage -110.00

Office Supplies -35.73
Total Expenses -5,197.74
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Annual Election for Board of Directors

According to the EMHW bylaws, the Board consists of nine directors. Last year Ted Mara, Paul Roberts, and Brian 
Rusnica were elected to two-year terms as Directors. There are six nominees on the ballot this year, with their biographies 
posted below. The members are to vote for THREE nominees only and those elected will serve a two year term. After the 
election, the six Directors elected by the membership will appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one year term. 
The ballot is at the bottom of the membership form on the facing page.

Bob Secatore
I first got interested in birds when I happened to get a children’s bird book, The Red Book of Birds, in a 
third grade grab bag game in elementary school. From the very beginning, I’ve always been especially 
interested in raptors and actually joined HMANA and attended several hawk watches at Pack Monadnock 
for a year or two in the mid-1970s until a job relocation changed plans. Love the Red Sox but still can’t quite 
understand how things could have changed so much in just one season!!!

Christine Morabito
Christine lives in Haverhill and works as a psychiatric nurse. A former zookeeper, Christine has worked 
with birds, especially raptors, for almost 30 years. She currently volunteers for On The Wing, a raptor 
rehabilitation and education organization, and monitors Osprey nests for Essex County Greenbelt. Her 
favorite thing about hawk watching is the camaraderie and opportunities to learn from experts at the 
various migration sites.

Eric Smith
Eric grew up behind an Audubon Sanctuary, where he regularly visited the owls & hawks that were on 
display. He developed an interest in hawk watching and photographing all birds of prey. He loves to visit 
Plum Island and Wachusett Mountain during migration, or going north for eagles and osprey in Maine. 
Eric thoroughly enjoys helping with the good work that EMHW does and has served on the Board for eight 
years.

Shawn Carey
Shawn moved to the Boston area in 1986 and now lives in Braintree. He has been a member of EMHW for 
about 22 years and on the Board of Directors for 12 years now. His full-time job is Operations Manager 
for an event staging company (AVFX) in Brighton. He has taught wildlife photography for Mass Audubon 
during the past 17 years, and also serves on its Advisory Council.

Susan Williamson
I’m a Rhode Island migrant to EMHW. I volunteer at the Rhode Island Audubon Society, monitoring 
osprey nests. One fateful day in August, I came upon Rod Chase walking his dogs atop Mt. Wachusett. Rod, 
being Rod, threw out the entire treasure trove of hawk watching. That first season the members of EMHW 
warmly greeted me, patiently instructed me and provided their individual passions for this annual quest. 
That was all it took; I was hawk hooked!

Will Martens
An avid birder and naturalist, Will has birded in North and Central America as well as the UAE. Favorite 
migrating raptor spots are Wachusett Mountain, Plum Island, Lighthouse Point (CT) and Cape May, NJ. 
Will assists in the weekly Great Meadows census in Concord which is also good for raptors.
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EMHW Board Member Ballot

Please vote for only three (3) of the six nominees to appoint them to serve on the Board as “Elected  
Directors” for a 2-year term. See the previous page for information about each candidate.

 ☐ Bob Secatore ☐ Shawn Carey

 ☐ Christine Morabito ☐ Susan Williamson

 ☐ Eric Smith ☐ Will Martens

There are six nominees on the ballot this year, with their biographies posted on the previous page. The members 
are asked to vote for THREE nominees only, and those elected will serve a two-year term. After the election, the 
six elected Directors will appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one-year term.

Annual Election for Board of Directors

Name:

Street Address:

City: State: Zip:

Phone #: E-mail:

☐ I am a new member. ☐ I am renewing my membership.

☐ Contact me about helping at hawk watch sites.

Membership Dues:
Dues are for fiscal year September 1 through August 31 of the following year. Dues and gifts are NOT tax-deductible.

☐ Supporting $40

☐ Contributing $25

☐ Individual $15

☐ Additional Gift to EMHW $                          

Total Amount Enclosed: $                          

Please make checks payable to “EMHW” and mail with this form to: 
Eastern Mass Hawk Watch, PO Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950
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ANNUAL MEETING 
GOES VIRTUAL!
See Page 2 for Details

Not a Member? Membership Lapsed? 
Our annual dues are only $15 and provide you with an annual newsletter which includes spring and fall hawk watch data. Additionally, the 
annual meeting alone is worth the value for we always provide exciting and educational speakers. We also host free identification workshops 

and other educational programs.

To renew or to become a member, fill out the form on page 19 and send a check made payable to Eastern Mass Hawk Watch,  
P.O. Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950. Thanks!

Thanks 
Our sincere thanks to Shawn Carey, Rod Chase, Ursula 
Goodine, Craig Jackson, Lynette Leka, Tom Luongo, 
Don Manchester, Ted Mara, Rebecca McCabe, Christine 
Morabito, Paul Roberts, Brian Rusnica, Tom Sayers and Bob 
Secatore for their contributions to this Newsletter.

Newsletter Design & Layout: Sabina Grady,  
Grady Creative Services, www.gradycreative.com

HAWK WATCH
Eastern Massachusetts

Founded in 1976, Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch is an all-
volunteer, member based organization whose mission is to promote 
the study, conservation, and preservation of hawks locally and on 
a continental scale by monitoring migration in Massachusetts; to 
share data for research and conservation purposes; to promote 
education and awareness of the identification of hawks and the 
issues related to migrating hawks; and to instill an appreciation for 
hawks in general.

Current Officers:
President: Ted Mara
Vice President: Shawn Carey
Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Lynette Leka
Recording Secretary: Susan Williamson

HAWK WATCH
Eastern Massachusetts

P.O. Box 663
Newburyport, MA 01950


